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has to face LHC  equivalent
particle flux. NOW.

exploring a new
regime of radiation
load, particle flux,
event rates...

detectors
trigger system
DAQ

at forefront of
technology

Si

gas
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CPCP CPCPCP
CPCP CPCPCP
CPCP CPCP

CPCPCP CPCPCP

Why did HERA-B go for high rates ? 

Designed for detailed study of very rare events 

CP violation in B - decays

The initial goal

B0 → J/ψ Ks → π+π−

e+e-

µ+µ-

BR = 5•10-4

BR = 0.12

BR = 0.7

The ‘golden decay’ is rare !
1 out of ~25 000 B0

.. need a B-factory.

CP measurement needs 
> 1000 golden decays
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- rareness of decay : 4•10-5

- impurity of B sample : 10-6
Signal/BG = 4•10-11 ! 

To see CP : ~1000 clean events needed

with ~ 25 % efficiency  

observe ~1014 events !

detector standing
high rates 

for long time 

sophisticated trigger
event selection

data acquisition 
&
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Paving the road into new territory was MUCH more 
cumbersome than hoped for. 
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„Fixed target hadronic b-factory“
 

DESIGN

- 920 GeV protons on wire target
- 4•107 interactions/s (~5ev/bx)
- highly selective di-lepton trigger

(J/ψ trigger)
200 000 direct J/ψψψψ / hour
       100 B−−−−>>>>    J/ψψψψ X /hour

Target & 
Vertex detector Magnet

T r a c k i n g

RICH

Tracking
Tracking

Muon detector

ECAL

p
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ACHIEVEMENTS Wire target inside proton storage ring 

8 wires
high precision 
forks

- stable routine operation , IR 5 - 40 MHz
- basically smooth cohabitation with ep experiments

Target wires inside
vacuum vessel 

(Uni-Dortmund, DESY)

Carbon
Aluminium
Titanium
Tungsten
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Produced Luminosity

~ 5•1013

inelastic interactions !

Rate fluctuations

10 % @ 1mm 

Mo Fr SaSun
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ACHIEVEMENTS The Vertex Detector System
(MPI-K (Heidelberg), MPI-P (München)

64 double sided 
Si µ-strip detectors in 8 super layers
150 000 read out channels

Roman pot system in vacuum tank

Detector modules movable
radial and laterally by
manipulators
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Detector modules

Steel
bands

Caps removed
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Distribution of reconstructed
Primary vertices on 8 wires

The VDS works routinely
and close to design specs

βγcτ ~ 8 mm

σx,y = 50 µm
σz   = 500 µm

Excellent signal/noise 

n-side p-side

impact parameter
resolution

P [GeV]

Hit efficiency : 
99 % (n-side)
98 % (p-side)

not yet a
pproved
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Tracking at HERA-B 
 = tracking in high flux environment 

3•107 particles / sec • 1/r2

ITR

-rmin = 6 cm
- < 106 particles cm-2 sec-1

- forward hemisphere in CM

-rmin = 20 cm
- < 105 particles cm-2 sec-1

- backward hemisphere in CM

OTR
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I T R
The world largest (gas) micro pattern trackerACHIEVEMENTS 

- 184 individual chambers
- 27 x 27 cm2 each
- 18 m2 detector surface
- 140 000 read out channels (ADC)

Inner Tracker
Uni-HD, Uni-Siegen, Uni-Zürich

Construction of ITR chambers
- two step gas amplification
- M icro Strip Gas Chambers 
- Gas Electron Multiplier 
- 300 µm strip pitch on glass substrate
- only 6 mm total height
- read out by custom made ASIC chips (HELIX)

Frontier detector technology !
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Why ‘Gas Micro Strip’ chambers ?

-particle flux too high for conventional wire chambers (pitch > mm)
(too high occupancy)

- area too large for Silicon Micro Strips (pitch 50 µm)
(expensive, too many channels, large capacity…)

-adjustable pitch
- cheap
- thin and lightweight (X0) BUT 

- pioneering new technology !

with all consequences…
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Six years of struggle …

1994 : start with ‘conventional’ MSGC on bare glass

Unstable in intense radiation fields 
(not well defined surface resistivity)

1995 : ‘diamond coating’ cures the problem  (Sauli (CERN), Zech (Siegen))

1996 : induced discharges in HADRONIC beams
(test at PSI proton/pion beam
~1/3 HERA-B intensity) 

Damage of electrode structure
Only ~ days lifetime in HERA-B

INTENSE    R & D

WINTER 96 /97 
C R I S I S

Essential ! 

Following the R&D results for CMS
( ~20 000 MSGC !)
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1998 : production started 

June 1998 : new discharge phenomena in hadronic test beam (PSI)

Cured by changing field geometry

Winter 1998 : 
New massive aging phenomena on production series chambers

(needs large area irradiation !)
Ar / DME -> Ar / CO 2
(reduced HV stability)

1999 : mass production
of all chambers and
superlayers

Fabio Sauli : 
the Gas Electron Multiplier Foil

Two step multiplication
avoids induced discharges !

Autumn 1997 : 

MSGC + GEM
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All (but two) ITR Stations installed by end 1999

Run time experience in 2000

 - no routine operation so far
 - need careful training
 - large gain variations between chambers
 - individual gain adjustment needed
 - no trigger signals due to large feedback noise

Performance figures

efficiency >90% seems possible (design 98 %)

resolution ~80µm (at design)

HV stability fine , no problems at high rates
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First ‘tracking results’ seen recently Reconstructed K0

The ITR group went all the way..
From ‘lab device’ to high rate tracker

Major impact on design of LHC
experiments !

- both, LHC-b and CMS gave up MSGC solution ….

Fundamental findings for detector R&D : 

- testing in high intensity hadronic beam mandatory
- small area irradiation is not representative !
- any hydrocarbon (incl. DME) is forbidden, to avoid ageing

Upgrade work during shut-down

- all stations disassembled 
- improve grounding 
- replace damaged chambers/parts
- new trigger boards 

FLT trigger signals
Improved readout stability
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HELIXHELIX (and derivates) now used by

- HERA-B VDS
- HERA-B ITR
- ZEUS
- H1
- HERMES

Future   LHC-b
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O T R
Construction of OTR modules
- open honeycomb geometry
- 5 mm and 10 mm drift cells
- produced layer by layer
- wires supported by FR4 bridges
- no forced gas flow 

The world largest honeycomb trackerACHIEVEMENTS 

-1000 individual modules
- max. of superlayer 4.6 x 6.5 meters
- 1000 m2 detector surface
- 115 000 read out channels (TDC)

(DESY-HH,DESY-Zeuthen,NIKHEF,JINR-
Dubna, HU-Berlin, Bejing)

Thin, lightweight (X0) construction
self sustaining
mass producible
affordable
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The painful OTR learning curve
- 1997 : first full size prototypes installed 

persistent currents after short irradiation
‘Malter effect’

(locally high surface resistance of POKALON
foil, charge up, high fields, electron emission)

Intense R&D program with hadron beam
(100 MeV alpha beam at Karlsruhe, > 1year)

Only with hadronic beam !

Coating the POKALON with ~80 nm Cu/Au
(special apparatus set up, > 12 000 foils coated
in < 1 year)

Massive anode aging after ~ mC/cm 

Support strips get conductive after irradiation 

Replace Ar/CF4/CH4 -> Ar/CF4/CO2 
Use only ‘approved’ materials
(no Araldite, no plastic….) 

Carefully control water content < 500 ppm

Mass production delayed ~1.5 years 
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Peking

Dubna

Zeuthen

Hamburg

OTR World

4

6

5

8

work places

Module Mass Production

OTR mass production was a big enterprise .. 

..our courageous young colleagues faced the
challenge

.. 1.5 Mio solder
points on wires ….!

> 100 physicists and technicians
working in parallel on 4 different places 

1ooo modules produced
in 9 months !
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All OTR superlayers installed by end 1999. 
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OTR routinely used for tracking in 2000  Performance and problems : 

HV stability at the limit
 voltage ~4% reduced compared to test beam

Additional noise from TDC - trigger connection
Thresholds 4 fC instead of 2.5 fC

Typical cell efficiency ~ 90 % (98 % design)
Resolution ~ 350 µm (200 µm design)

Tracking software had to be adapted to work
with imperfect tracker

State of the art (2000 data) : 
Tracking efficiency ~80 % (all tracks)

            > 95 % trigger tracks

trigger !
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Performance & problems in 2000

Continuous loss of about 1 channel( x 16)
per 7 hours, even without beam !

faulty mounting of certain HV capacitors !

Why not seen during tests, prototypes ? 
 - typical lifetime per capacitor ~ 50 years !
 - needs ~ 10 000 capacitors in test to see in due time !

Prototypes of HUGE systems have to be BIG !

Noise problems due to feedback of TTL
trigger outputs to signal

higher thresholds
lower efficiency 

Both problems solved during present shutdown

-TTL drivers removed (~ 500 boards)
- cables > 2 m replaced by better grounded version
- optimization of pre-amp distribution

1.5 lower threshold

-17 000 capacitors replaced
-mechanical stability improved
- ~ 8 % of modules rebuild

- failure rate lowered > factor 10

at 2 x higher gain !
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RICH detector 
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ACHIEVEMENTS 

Read out by multi-
anode phototubes

 NO

-TAMEA chambers
- CsI cathodes

for high rate
environment !

(Austin,Ljubljana, Houston, DESY,
LIP Coimbra, Barcelona)

Very stable in 2000
# photons,
resolution

at design

1/p2[GeV/c]-2

e

ππππ
K

p

µµµµ
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ACHIEVEMENTS ECAL
(ITEP-Moscow,Bologna,IHEP-Protvino)

- main source
for lepton
pre-triggers
in 2000
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π0

η

…. used for online calibration
largely completed
some problems with noise,
stability, hot channels..

Draw back : 

HERA-B got fatter than foreseen
dead material!

> 1 X0 in front of ECAL

Present Activities  

Modified analogue read out
with better S/N 
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ACHIEVEMENTS Muon detector

-drift tubes + iron absorber
4 superlayers

3 types of chambers

Tube chambers  (342) :
2 cm rectangular aluminium
profile as drift tubes

Pad chambers  (132):
as tube chambers, additional 
cathode pads for fast trigger signals

Pixel chambers (16):
gas pixel chambers,short wires 
parallel to beam.
Covering the innermost part

(ITEP-Moscow,Waynestate,Dortmund)

~15 000 cha.

~8 000 cha.

~5 300 cha.
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Experience in 2000 run :

tube chambers work fine with
efficiency close to design

gas changed to CH4-free mixture due
to anticipated aging problems

pixel chambers ok, initial noise
problems solved but not used for tracking so far

(missing ITR)

main worry  : problems with system
noise, especially for pad read out !

low pre-trigger efficiency !

Upgrade work : 

chambers taken out and minor problems fixed (gas leaks, electronics problems)
pad system completely dismounted and overhauled 
noise situation improved by better grounding scheme

Muon identification
+ tracking : 

ΦΦΦΦ    −−−−>>>>    µµµµµµµµ    ::::        2.5 •10-4

ρρρρ    −−−−>>>>    µµµµµµµµ    ::::        4.6 •10-5

ωωωω    −−−−>>>>    µµµµµµµµ    ::::        <<<<        1.8 •10-4
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The HERA-B DAQ and Trigger System

suppression factor 2•105

- all hardware set up
- all but L1-trigger  used at design

performance in 2000

200
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240 events processed simultaneously
LINUX farm, highly flexible

128 ev. deep pipeline

1.7 Gbyte/sec 

Full event reconstruction
In 200 nodes LINUX farm

CERN Courier
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The crucial first step First Level Trigger & pre-trigger

- starting from ‘pre-trigger seeds’
electrons
muons

(DESY-HH, Mannheim, 
Dortmund,Bologna,NIKHEF)

- following lepton track candidates
through chambers
 -> trigger tracks

- combining track pairs
- applying mass cut ( > 2 GeV)

in less than 12 µsec

network of custom made processors
interconnected by high speed optical links 
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Commissioning of the FLT started late (spring 2000, needs tracking chambers !)

The FLT algorithm is highly sensitive to imperfections (‘local’ defects, missing
information)

The limited efficiency and large dead areas of the tracker(s) deteriorate performance
(should be improved in 2001)

Error rates of the optical links were un-tolerably high  (now improved)

The FLT could not be used in the 2000 run 

Reduced rate capabilities 
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Nevertheless : 

The FLT does see tracks !

Better track detectors, improved links, better understanding
should result in  usable FLT in 2001/2002 ! 

Upgrade work
Technical improvements 

- optical links substantialy improved
- new matrix flexibility (2:3 coincindences)
- high multiplicity veto (based on ECAL / RICH)

Methodological improvements 
- online software revised
- extended testing and debugging capabilities 

-single track efficiency 
understood

- low pair trigger efficiency
still mysterious
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Performance, Signals, Physics… - di - electron triggers (J/ψψψψ)
(~16 M)-ECAL

- (tracking (OTR))
- VDS
- (RICH)
- SLT, 4LT
- DAQ

Problem : electron identification

Only ‘hard cuts’ using identified
Bremsstrahlungs photon(s) give clear signal

 poor efficiency

(sub-sample)

J/ψψψψ        production cross section 
analysis ongoing    

- preliminary - 
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- di - muon triggers (J/ψψψψ)
(~600 k)

- Muon pre-trigger
- Muon tracking
- tracking (OTR)
- VDS
- RICH
- SLT, 4LT
- DAQ

- much cleaner sample
- limited statistics (~ 4000 J/ψ)
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Further analysis of (J/ψψψψ) sample 

- XF - distribution of  J/ψψψψ
- HERA-B covers negative xF

With more statistics : physics potential !

Study J/ψψψψ    and ψψψψ’ production for
different target materials

‘charmonium suppression’,
never measured for negative xF

Allows to disentangle suppression
and production models

xF
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K 0

ΛΛΛΛ0000ΛΛΛΛ0000

- single lepton trigger 
pT > 1 GeV(~ 4 M)

D0  - > Kππππ

some indication for open charm production

- Muon pre-trigger
- Muon tracking
- tracking (OTR)
- VDS (secondary vertex cut)
- RICH (ππππ,K identification)
- SLT, 4LT
- DAQ

V0-reconstructionpL - asymmetry

p T
 [G

eV
/c

]
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- HERA-B is (still) far from being a hadronic B-factory

BUT

- the HERA-B detector is basically complete and commissioning is well
under way

- substantial and important achievements have been made in the field of
developing detectors for high rate environments

- these have, should and will influence the design and construction of the
LHC experiments

FUTURE ? 
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?

HERA-B 2001 / 2002
2001 : massive upgrade and overhaul program during HERA shutdown  

2002 : resume regular data taking 
- complete the commissioning
-understand capabilities of detector and trigger
- get ‘Physics’ data !

 measurement of  b cross section 

B  -> J/ψψψψ    X / direct J/ψψψψ
expected uncertainty : 

~ 30 % (mainly systematic)

Measurement of charmonium production
for different target materials (C,Ti,W)

‘charmonium suppression’

- different targets simultaneously (relative measurements)
- measure J/ψ (~1.5 M), ψ ‘ (~26 k),  χχχχc  (~100 k),
- sensitive in negative XF range  (-0.3 to +0.2)
- observe full final state

σσσσ = σσσσ0 A
αααα

expected error on αααα : < 1% for each XF bin
..and beyond
-more ambitious program

D0 -> µµ
Drell-Yan pairs
Open charm
…..


